
 

 

INHS Newsletter – March 2017 

Dear INHS members, 

Welcome to our March 2017 newsletter. There are a few exciting things to share with you this month. 

The Journal of Hate Studies is preparing a special issue focusing on the theme "Interrogating the Place 

of Hate in the 2016 Presidential Campaign”. This special issue of the Journal of Hate Studies 

interrogates the place of "hate" in the 2016 US Presidential campaign. It undertakes a comprehensive 

and comparative assessment, particularly attentive to past, present, and future dimensions of the 

politics of hate. It seeks contributions concerned with the use of race, class, gender, sexuality, religion, 

ability, and nationality to diminish, demonize, and dehumanize. It examines the historic connections, 

previous manifestations, and origins of the forms of hate deployed in the 2016 campaign, exploring 

the ways in which this election was new and the ways in which it build on historic hates. Moreover, it 

looks to the future, considering the implications of the election and the manner in which it will impact 

emerging expressions of hate. Finally, the Special Issue encourages submissions that consider 

strategies to fight hate during the 2016 campaign and in its aftermath. Possible essay topics should be 

in dialogue with these central themes and may include (but are not limited to): 

*   A Stormfront campaign: Social media, online technologies, and hate 

*   Rebranding hate for political purposes 

*   Hate and private/public spaces: From university campuses to community centers 

*   Social movements and hate in the aftermath of the election 

*   White privilege and the fear of a brown nation 

*   Campaigning against political correctness 

*   Anti-immigrant sentiments and political activism 

*   Fake news, conspiracy theories, and the paranoid style in politics 

*   The role of gender and misogyny in the campaign trail 

*   Rape culture, political violence, and the resurgence of hate 

*   The demonization of different bodies-ableism and transphobia 

*   White identity politics and the 2016 election 

*   The role of the press-enablers or opposition? 

*   Defining terror: religion, racial fear, and propaganda 

*   Borders, walls, and the politics of surveillance 

https://www.gonzaga.edu/academics/Hate-Studies/journal-hate-studies/default.asp


This Special Issue will be guest edited by Dr. C. Richard King (crking@wsu.edu) and Dr. David J. Leonard 

(djl@wsu.edu). Abstracts of 500 words, along with a brief bio and contact information, should be sent 

directly to the guest editors no later than March 2, 2017. Complete articles will be 5500-6500 words 

long and will be due by May 10, 2017. The Journal of Hate Studies is a peer-reviewed scholarly journal 

published by Gonzaga University's Institute for Hate Studies. JHS is committed to excellence and 

innovation in the scholarly study of hate and to providing a forum for discussing research-based 

practices to combat hate.  

Further, the Canadian Institute for the Study of Antisemitism (CISA) has announced a new journal, 

called Antisemitism Studies, published by the Indiana University Press. A double blind peer-reviewed 

academic publication, issued twice a year, Antisemitism Studies provides the leading forum for 

scholarship on the millennial phenomenon of antisemitism, both its past and present manifestations. 

Multidisciplinary and international in scope, the journal will publish a variety of perspectives on, and 

interpretations of, the problem of antisemitism and its impact on society. 

 

Recent Online Library Additions: 

Ciocca, G., Niolu, C., Déttore, D., Antonelli, P., Conte, S., Tuziak, B., Limoncin, E., Mollaioli, D., Carosa, 

E., Gravina, G.L., Di Sante, S., Di Lorenzo, G., Fisher, A.D., Maggi, M., Lenzi, A., Siracusano, A. & 

Jannini, E. A., 'Cross-cultural and socio-demographic correlates of homophobic attitude among 

university students in three European countries' (2017), Journal of Endocrinological Investigation, 

40(2), pp.227-233  

Community Security Trust, 'Antisemitic incidents report 2016' (2016) 

Ghabrial, M.A., '“Trying to figure out where we belong”: Narratives of racialized sexual minorities on 

community, identity, discrimination, and health' (2017), Sexuality Research & Social Policy, 14(1), 

p.42-55 

Lalić, V. & Đurić, S., 'Policing hate crimes in Bosnia and Herzegovina' (2017), Policing and Society 

[online], pp.1-19 

Mead, L.M., 'Trump’s impact: The end of sameness' (2017), Society, 54(1), pp.14-17 

Pezzella, F.S. & Fetzer, M.D., 'The likelihood of injury among bias crimes: An analysis of general and 

specific bias types' (2017), Journal of Interpersonal Violence, 32(5), pp.703-729  

Scheitle, C.P. & Hansmann, M., 'Religion-related hate crimes: Data, trends, and limitations' (2017), 

Journal for the Scientific Study of Religion [online]  

Severs, G.J., 'The ‘obnoxious mobilised minority’: homophobia and homohysteria in the British 

national party, 1982-1999' (2017), Gender and Education, 29(2), pp.165-181  

Tartakoff, L.Y., 'Synagogues, cemeteries, and frontiers: Anti-Semitism in Switzerland' (2017), Society, 

54(1), pp.56-63  

The European Network Against Racism, 'Antisemitism in Europe: Recent developments' (2017) 

Walfield, S.M., Socia, K.M. & Powers, R.A., 'Religious motivated hate crimes: Reporting to law 

enforcement and case outcomes' (2017), American Journal of Criminal Justice, 42(1), pp.148-169  
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*To access the INHS library and search for further publications please click here. 

 

Blog posts: 

Brax, D. (07 February 2017), American Islamophobia in the Age of Trump: The Global War on Terror, 

Continued? 

Perry, J. (23 February 2017), Hate Crime: A shifting policy landscape in Europe 

*More blogs can be found here. 

 

Events in March: 

02 March: Call for abstracts: Journal of Hate Studies Special Issue: “Interrogating the Place of 

Hate in the 2016 Presidential Campaign” 

 Diversity Festival 2017: Changing the culture, Event, Chester, UK 

 IEDP Spring Seminar: Government ‘Action Against Hate’ crime initiative: Society and 

the organisational impact, London, UK 

A Closer Look: Immigration Advocacy & Local Responses to Hate Crimes, Forum, 

Oakland, CA, USA 

06 March: Bristol Cable Members Meeting, Discussion, Bristol, UK 

07 March: MCLE: A Call to Action: Responding to Violence Against Transgender Individuals, 

Discussion, Los Angeles, CA, USA 

  Stand Up: Self-Defense/Bystander Intervention Training, New York, NY, USA 

17 March: Hate Crime Awareness Training, Leicester, UK 

18 March: Southampton transport to #M18 National March Against Racism, Event, 

Southampton, UK 

20 March: Six week Facing Facts Online Course, Training course 

27 March: Dealing with Hate Crime – Training Opportunity, Glasgow, UK 

28 March: Blowing the Whistle on Street Harassment of Women, Event, Nottingham, UK 

29 March: Basildon Disability Forum/Hope not Hate Crime, Training Workshop, Basildon, UK 

30 March: Challenging Racism & Hate Crime, Training Course, Sunderland, UK 

LGBT Health Certificate: LGBT Communities and Social Violence, Seminar, Louisville, 

KY, USA 

Islamophobia, Hate Crimes, and the Racialization of Religious Identity, Lecture, Grand 

Rapids, MI, USA 

*More future events can be found here. 
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